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Lobster burrows in Swedish waters 
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KURZFASSUNG: Hummerhbhlen in schwedischen Gew~issern. Der europ~iische Hummer 
(Hornarus vulgaris) wird vorzugsweise auf felsigen B/Sden mit L~Schern und Spalten und felsigen 
oder sandigen BSden mit Steinbl~Scken und kleineren Steinen angetroffen. Vereinzelte Indivi- 
duen sieht man auch anf ebenen Wei&biSden. Besonders tagsiiber weilen die Tiere gem in 
L/Schern bzw. H/Shlen, welche die Hummer unter Steinen, B10cken oder an Felsw~inden selbst 
ausgegraben haben. Viele Faktoren wirken bei der Wahl des Standortes zusammen, an dem eine 
solche HShle ausgegraben werden soil. Unter Steinen und Felsen - vorzugsweise mit iiberh~in- 
genden Kanten - muf~ geeignetes Bodenmaterial vorhanden sein. Giinstige hydrographische 
Verh~lmisse sind eine weitere Voraussetzung. Fernerhin mui~ der Boden auf~erhalb der HiShle 
etwas schr~iggetagert seln; die Algenvegetation daft nicht zu dicht sein, damit die Sicht nicht 
eingeschr~nkt wird. Eine yon einem anderen Hummer oder yon einem Taschenkrebs verlassene 
H/Shle nimmt der Hummer gerne in Besitz und verbessert sie, fails es notwendig ist. Ver- 
schmutzte Gew~isser mit erheblicher Sedimentation und starker Triibung werden nicht besie- 
delt. Die meisten der gegrabenen Hummerh~hlen haben eine Uffnung. Einige sind in der Art 
eines Tunnels gebaut, mit zwei - selten drei - Offnungen. Eine gewisse Relation zwischen 
der Gr~i~e einer H6hle und der des einwohnenden Hummers ist vorhanden. Oit aber bestimmt 
das Aussehen der unmlttelbaren Umgebung die GriSf~e der H6hle: so ist die Dimension eines 
oben liegenden Steines entscheidend fi.ir die L~nge eines Tunnels. Auch in Lehmb~Sden findet 
man ausnahmsweise gegrabene H6hlen. Die Art und Weise, in der der Hummer seine HiShle 
gr~ibt, wird kurz beschrieben. Die Arbeitsweise ist im Grunde stereotyp, sie wird aber zum Tell 
den speziellen Verh~iltnissen der Umgebung angepa~t. Kleine Hummer agieren in der gleichen 
Weise wie die adulten. Die Wahl des Aufenthaltsplatzes und das Ausgraben der L~Scher ist 
dem Verhalten sehr ~ihnlich, das yon Hornarus americanus beschrieben Worden ist. Die Art und 
Weise des Grabens erinnert auch an die von Nephrops norvegicus. 

D I S T R I B U T I O N  A N D  H A B I T A T  OF T H E  E U R O P E A N  LOBSTER 

The European lobster Homarus vulgaris (L.) occurs down to about 40 m depth 
along the European west coast from the Troms~ area in northern N o r w a y  to the 
Aegean Sea (HAvINGA 1938 and others). In  the Adria t ic  Sea it has been reported from 
the "zona l i t torale sommersa" and "i fondi detrici" (VAVOVA 1928). According to 
ALVAt~EZ (1946), it is found on Mediterranean rocky bottoms. HAVINOA (1938)describes 
it as living in hollows, but mentions also that it may be found on plain sand bottom 
with scattered stones and rocks. Off the coast of the Netherlands, the main habitat  
of the lobster is among the stones of the big embankments (HAVINGA 1951, KORRINGA 
1957). From the British Isles, THO~IAS (1958) has recorded H. vulgaris on or near rocky 
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bottoms. SIMPSON (I958) adds that it favours places where stones and rocks are found, 
but that it is found also on sandy bottom with stones, as off Yorkshire. 

In Scandinavian waters the typical lobster habitat is rocky or sandy bottom 
with boulders and stones (Fig. 1) (APP~LL6r 1899, 1909, STEPHENSEN 1910, POULS~N 
1927, A. DANN~VIO 1936, G. DANNEVIG 1962, H6OLUND 1964 and DYBERN et al. 
1967). Most authors stress the importance of boulders and stones as hiding-places, and 

Fig. 1: Typical lobster bottom at about 15 m depth. (Photo: B. I. DY~RN) 

mention that the lobster can improve the shelters by digging burrows in sand under 
stones. AI~rELL6I~ (1899, 1909) and A. DANNEVlG (1927) observed in breeding ex- 
periments that very small lobsters in this respect behave like the adults. 

The American lobster Homarus americanus MILNE EDWARDS, in populations 
living in near-shore areas, seems to occur and behave like the European lobster (e.g. 
H~RI~ICK 1895, TZMPLEMAN 1937, PALOH~IMO 1963, McLE~sE & WILDER 1964, 
SCARRATT 1968, COB~ 1971). 
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Both the European and the American lobster have occasionally been observed in 
flat, soR-bottom burrows also (EHr, ENBAU~ 1896, I-IAwNGA 1938, McLrEsE & 
WILDER 1964, THOMAS 1968, COB~ 1971). BogTIUs (1954) mentions briefly that 
burrows of adult lobsters in aquaria can be surrounded by a ring-formed wail. 

DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT OF THE 
SWEDISH LOBSTER POPULATION 

On the Swedish west coast the European lobster occurs from the Norwegian 
border in the North to central Uresund in the South (Fig. 2). Most specimens are 
encountered at depths from 8-12 to 30-40 m. The southern and upper limits of 
distribution are mainly determined by salinity conditions. 

Fig. 2: Map of the Swedish west coast 

An investigation on the habitat of the lobster, its burrows and behaviour, was 
started in 1964, mainly based on in situ studies which were completed with aquarium 
experiments. Some preliminary results of a detailed study of the lobster population 
in a small area off Lysekil were published some years ago (DYBERN et al. 1967). The 
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present study on lobster burrows is based on the results of that and other studies 
along the whole west coast. The information given is based on daytime investigations 
made during the half-year from late spring to early autumn. 

During the day, most of the lobsters dwell in their shelters; the main types of 
dwelling are listed in Table 1. The distribution of lobsters is, on the whole, un- 
interrupted along the coast, but the relative number of different places of habitat 
varies somewhat with the nature of the bottom. Most types of bottom can, however, 

Table 1 

Hornarus vulgaris. Relative frequency- of dwelling places of lobsters off the Swedish west coast 
(whole area of distribution). 0 = very low, 5 = very high. Based on studies of 260 individuals 

Habitat or dwelling place Relative frequency 

(A) Ro&y bottom 
1. Unsheltered on the bottom 0-1 
2. In hollows or crevices 1-2 
3. Among and under boulders and stones on rocks 2-3 
4. In excavated hollows or crevices in ro&s containing 1-2 

soft-bottom material 

(B) Mixed bottom 
1. Unsheltered on the bottom 1 
2. In natural hollows under boulders and stones, etc. 4 
3. In excavated burrows under boulders and stones, etc. 4-5 

(C) Soft bottom 
1. Unsheltered on the bottom 0-1 
2. In excavated burrows o1" tunnels 0@1) 

be found over most of the coastline and the frequency figures listed in Table 1 give, 
presumably, an approximate over-all picture of the lobsters' preference for the 
different types of dwelling. 

In the following, we shall mainly be concerned with type B:3, and some remarks 
will also be made on types A:4 and C:2; these are the three types of dwelling place 
where the lobster has actively improved upon natural conditions by using its burrow- 
ing ability. 

C H O I C E  OF SITES FOR BURROWS OF TYPE B :3 

These burrows can be found either among dense agglomerations of boulders and 
stones where there are patches of soft-bottom material between stones, or under 
solitary boulders and stones lying more or less isolated on the soft-bottom (Fig. 3). 
Burrows may also be found at the base of solid ro&s. 

The soft-bottom material is most offen shellsand, pure sand or a mixture of both. 
The shetlsand can be rather coarse (Fig. 4). Less often the material is gravel or mud. 

Preferably, the stone, boulder or ro& should have originally overhung the soff- 
bottom material somewhat and without penetrating deeply into this (Figs 3-4). The 
choice of such sites is confirmed in aquarium experiments. 
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Sites where the bottom slopes outwards-downwards are also preferred. This 
means that oft an evenly sloping bottom a great many burrows face the same main 
direction (exceptions may be due to local conditions, such as failure of overhanging 
stone parts, too dense algal vegetation, etc.). Compass direction seems to play no 
great role. 

Fig. 3: Front opening of a lobster burrow under stone on a sloping bottom. This burrow also 
has a rear opening. Depth about 20 m. (Photo: D. C~S'r~:<LtJND) 

The sea water on the Swedish west coast is vertically stratified. Figure 5 A 
shows typical summer conditions (July) for salinity and temperature on the central 
Skagerrak coast, and Figure 5 B the same parameters on the southern Kattegat coast 
(compare Fig. 2). The halocline is thinner in the latter area and the mean temperature 
below it lower than in the Skagerrak area. Above the halociine, salinity can fluctuate 
greatly and rapidly, especially in the Kattegat. The arrows in the diagrams indicate 
the main depth distribution of the lobster burrows. In the Skagerrak area, the 
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burrows are common in the halocline but many can be found aIso above and below. 
In the southern Kattegat most of the burrows are found in or close beneath the 
thinner halocline. The explanation, it seems, for this behaviour is that the lobster 
chooses an environment with both the highest salinity and highest temperature possible 
simultaneously. As a compromise, most burrows will thus be situated in or close to 

Fig. 4: Wall of coarse shellsand in front of a lobster burrow with one opening. Depth about 
i5 m. (Photo: H. CAI~LSSON) 

the halocline. Where this is extended, the depth distribution will be wider. However,  
during nocturnal foraging, lobsters, especially in the Skagerrak area, can be found in 
very shallow waters, too; most likely this occurs when the salinity of the surface layers 
temporarily rises. 

Most burrows are found at depths where the algal vegetation is less dense than in 
the surface layers. I t  seems the lobster avoids digging a burrow where algae may 
conceal the presumptive opening excessively, even if the site is suitable in other 
respects. As mentioned above, many burrows also face downwards in a sloping 
bottom. These facts indicate that burrows are used not only as hiding-places but also 
as look-outs (DxBm~N et al. 1967). This theory is supported by the general habit of 
the lobster to lie half-way out of its burrow (Figs 3, 7A, 8). 
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Lobsters tend to be absent from the polluted areas of coastal waters where the 
sedimentation rate of organic particles is high, even if other parameters are suitable. 
Unfavourable bottom-material composition in combination with high water turbidity 
seems to be the reason. 
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Fig. 5: Mean salinity and temperature conditions, and extension of halocline. A Central 
Skagerrak coast; B southern Kattegat coast. Arrows indicate frequency of lobster burrows 

TYPES OF BURROW 

Burrows excavated under boulders and stones, or at the base of a rock, are of two 
main types: (1) Burrows with one opening. (2) Burrows with more than one opening, 
usually two. 

Figure 6 A shows a longitudinal section of a typical burrow with one opening. 
In front of the entrance is generally a wall of excavated bottom material. Such walls 
are most conspicuous in front of recently excavated burrows, and they tend to be 
levelled off after the lobsters have finished digging and begun to move in and out. 
The bottom configuration determines the shape of the wall but where enough space is 
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available it is more or less semi-circular (Fig. 6 B). The lobster typically rests against 
the inner side of the wall with its antennae directed forward as sensors (Fig. 7 A). 

'"" " " ~ i  i A 

Fig. 6: Lobster burrow with one opening. A longitudinal section; B burrow seen from above 
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Fig. 7: Lobster burrows. A Longitudinal section in form of a tunnel; B burrow seen from 
above. C Burrow with three openings 

As a rule, the entrance of a typical burrow is just high enough to permit the 
lobster to rise on its legs and take up its defensive position (Fig. 4). The width of the 
opening is generally slightly greater than the height. The inside of the burrow is oi°cen 
enlarged into a kind of &amber. 
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Co~B (1971) who investigated similar burrows excavated by the American lob- 
ster, noted a relationship between the lobster's size and the size of its burrow and 
burrow-opening. In the present investigation, an approximate correlation between a 
lobster and its burrow has been found, too; but it was not possible to establish definite 
linear relationship because original configuration of a chosen site determines the burrow 
size (Fig. 3), and because lobsters oRen take over empty burrows excavated by other 
specimens, or by crabs (Cancer pagurus) which construct similar burrows. Very small 
lobsters tend to dig proportionately larger burrows, at least in aquarium tanks. 

Figure 7 A shows a longitudinal section of a burrow with two openings, and 
Figure 7 B the extension under a boulder. Usually, there is a bigger front or main 
opening where the lobster rests, and a smaller rear opening where it can escape when 
disturbed. In the typical burrow, a small wall is also found in front of the rear 
opening. Occasionally, the tunnel connecting the two openings is made somewhat 
wider in the centrdl part. Tunnel lengths vary with the size of the stones. A few 
burrows atso have a third opening (Fig. 7 C). 

Aquarium experiments demonstrate that a lobster can excavate a complete 
tunnel under a boulder or stone. The lobsters certainly possess this ability in their 
natural habitat but many of the tunnel-formed burrows found in nature are definitely 
constructed where the lobster is assisted by the bottom configuration, etc. (e.g., 
natural depressions in the sofle-bottom material under a boulder). This is still more 
likely when burrows with three openings are constructed. 

In an investigation of a small area off Lysekil on the Skagerrak coast, the ratio 
between burrows with one opening and burrows with more than one opening was 
found to be about 2:1 (DYzEI~N et al. 1967). CoBB (1971) recorded the same ratio 
in a study of the American lobster. However, later investigations along the whole 
Swedish coast revealed that excavated burrows with more than one opening are 
scarcer and that the above-mentioned ratio is more like 4:1 or 5:1. Nevertheless, 
tunnel-formed lobster burrows are a common feature. 

OTHER KINDS OF BURROW 

The descriptions above refer to burrows of type B:3 in Table 1. Crevices in solid 
rocks containing shellsand (type A:4) are rather common as shelters and excavated if 
necessary (Fig. 8). Cavities in big mounds of stones are o~en inhabited. When taking 
over such a cavity, a lobster can improve the chamber by pushing away smaller stones 
and smoothing out the soflc-bottom material (Fig. 9 A). 

Occasionally, lobsters in Swedish waters are observed digging saucer-like de- 
pressions in muddy bottom far from rocks, boulders and stones (type C:2). In aquarium 
experiments, lobsters kept in tanks with a muddy bottom dug hollows in the corners or 
even tunnels through the mud (Fig. 9 B). These tunnels showed great similarity to those 
made by the related Norway lobster Nephrops norvegicus (DyB~I~,T & HOISAETER 
1965) and the manner of digging was mainly the same (DYB~RN 1965, RIc~ & C~tAe- 
MAN 1971). 

Elsewhere along European coasts, lobsters have been reported to construct 
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different forms of burrows in muddy bottom material without using rocks or stones 
as part of the shelter. EHRENBAUM (1896) said that during the cold part of the year 
lobsters around Helgoland may dig down into shallow soR bottom, and HAVINGA 
(1938) mentioned that lobster specimens have been found down in soGbottom 
material along the shores of the Osterschelde area. McLeEs~ & WILD~r, (1964), THOMAS 
(1968) and CoB~ (1971) report burrows constructed by the American lobster in the 
mud of soflc bottoms. McKAY (1926) and COBB (1971) mention that small American 
lobsters were observed to make burrows with one or two openings upon a plain 
mud bottom. 

Fig. 8: Lobster burrow in a crevice on a steeply sloping rock wall. Depth 18 m. (Photo: B. I. 
DYB~RN) 

THE BURROWING BEHAVIOUR OF THE LOBSTER 

When a lobster is released by a diver on to a bottom like that in Figure 1 (or in 
an aquarium tank with a similar bottom) it generally swims backwards into the 
nearest hole. If no suitable holes are available and the lobster is not disturbed, it 
begins to aquaint itself with the environment by walking slowly around. If it finds an 
appropriate place, preferably an overhanging boulder or big stone on sand or 
shelIsand, it may start making a burrow. 

The excavating of burrows has mainly been studied in aquaria but all phases 
described have been confirmed by in situ studies. The lobster generally begins by 
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loosening the bottom material with the walking legs. The loosened material is re- 
moved by shuffling it off in a "basket" made primarily by the third pair of 
maxillipeds and the first pair of walking legs (the second pair  is also often used) 
(Fig. 10 A). In this manner, the lobster starts to form a depression under the stone 
ledge, and then penetrates deeper and deeper inwards. The excavated material be- 
comes the wall. Smali stones and shells are removed routinely but sometimes the 

A ~ ~  MUD WATER B ~//, ~'///~//////~ SURFACE _SURFACE _ I 

Fig. 9: Lobster burrows. A Cavity among stones. The soflc-bottom materiaI was distinctly 
smoothed out. The diver first saw the lobster resting against the entrance stone. Disturbed, the 
lobster disappeared among the stones at the rear of the cavity. B Burrow in mud dug in the 
corner of an aquarium tank (length 2 m). The sketch also shows the first stage of a tunnel which 

was completed later 

lobster sweeps away bigger objects with the big claws, seemingly more or less at 
random. I t  often turns towards the inner part  of the burrow to loosen material with 
rather clumsy movements of the big claws (Fig. 10 B). At the same time it may 
amass bottom material under the body by using its walking legs. The pile of sand or 
shellsand is then usually moved away by the ,,basket-shuffling" method. Sometimes, 
however, the lobster may lil°c its abdomen to whisk away lighter material by rapid 
movements of the pleopods (Fig. 10 C). Such pleopod fanning is rather common at 
times when the burrow is more or less completed and, still more, when it is excavated 
in a muddy bottom. 

The big claws are used as described above but not for true digging. The telson 
serves mainly as a support. 

Tunnels under stones (Fig. 7) often seem to be made more or less unintentionally; 
viz., when a burrow has penetrated so deeply that a breakthrough occurs at the 
inner end. The lobster in any case improves the rear opening by shuffling out 
bottom material through it and thus a small rear wall is formed (Fig. 7 A). When 
dwelling in a tunnel, the lobster is well aware of the rear opening and escapes 
through it when attacked at the front opening. 

Although a stereotypic behaviour, basically, the burrowing behaviour may be 
modified by the kind of bottom substrate and form of stones, etc. As mentioned, 
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lobsters oflten take possession of empty burrows made by other specimens or crabs. 
Frequently, the burrows are then improved according to the instinct of the new 
inhabitants. 

A 
, - /  / / 

C 

[3 

Fig. 10: Three burrowing-behavior patterns. A Lobster shuffling pile of soft-bottom material 
from burrow to outside wall. B Big claws loosen material in front while walking legs loosen 
material under the body. C Pleopod fanning. Patterns B and C are frequent when lobster 

constructs burrows and tunnels in muddy bottom (as in Fig. 9 B) 

COBB (1971) has described the burrowing behaviour of the American lobster, 
and there seems to be no great difference between its behaviour and that of the 
European lobster. As intimated, the digging behaviour is also similar to that of the 
Norway  lobster Nephrops norvegicus, which mainly constructs tunnels in bottom 
mud, but which is also able to make burrows under stones (DY~ERN 1965). 

SUMMARY 

1. The typical habitat of the European lobster (Homarus vulgaris) is rocky or so~ 
bottom with crevices, boulders and stones. 

2. At the Swedish west coast it favours a bottom with stones and boulders on sand or 
shellsand, where it can dig burrows in the soft bottom material under the stones 
or boulders. 

3. Such burrows have one, or more than one, opening; in the latter case usually 
two. A relationship between the size of a lobster and its burrow is ot~en, but not 
always, noted. The lengths of tunnel-formed burrows, for instance, vary with the 
size of the overlying stones. 

4. External factors more or less important in the choice of the site of a burrow are, 
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for example, the composition of the bottom material, the occurrence of slightly 
overhanging edges of stones or rocks, an outwards-downwards sloping bottom, 
highest possible values of salinity and temperature, and a sparse algal vegetation 
or no vegetation at all. Lobsters tend to be absent from polluted areas where the 
sedimentation rate of organic particles and the turbidity of the water are high. 

5. Besides being shelters, the burrows also serve as look-outs. 
6. Burrows may be dug in mR-bottom material in rocky crevices or in flat mud 

bottoms. 
7. The burrowing behaviour is characterized by three main patterns: (a) ioosening 

of the bottom material with the walking legs and sometimes with the big claws, 
(b) shuffling off of piles of soi~ bottom material in a "basket" formed by the 
3rd pair of maxillipeds and one or two pairs of walking legs, and (c) fanning 
backwards with the pleopods. 

8. Small lobsters behave like adults. 
9. The burrowing behaviour is very similar to that of the American lobster and 

resembles that of Nephrops norvegicus. 
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